NON-HINGED WORKSTATION DOOR
SCE-WSNHTD
SCE-WSSNHTD

INSTRUCTIONS

1. REMOVE OLD DOOR AND HINGES, INSERT HOLE PLUGS INTO HINGE HOLES.

2. DRILL A 0.218 INCH DIAMETER HOLE 2.938 (APPROX.) FROM SIDES OF ENCLOSURE.

3. PLACE TAB OVER HOLES, INSTALL SCREWS FROM OUTSIDE. INSTALL SEALING WASHERS AND NUTS FROM INSIDE OPENING.

4. REMOVE LATCHES FROM PREVIOUS DOOR AND INSERT ON NEW DOOR. (IF NECESSARY)

5. CENTER DOOR OVER OPENING, MAKE SURE TABS ARE IN SLOTS OF BENT LIP ON DOOR.

OPTIONAL TOP DOOR WITHOUT HINGES, TABS ARE BOLTED IN PLACE 2.938 FROM SIDES TO CENTER OF TAB.